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Abstract 49 

 50 

The language system uses syntactic, semantic, as well as prosodic cues to efficiently guide 51 

auditory sentence comprehension. Prosodic cues, such as pitch accents, can build 52 

expectations about upcoming sentence elements. This study investigates to what extent 53 

syntactic and semantic expectations generated by pitch accents can be dissociated and if so, 54 

which cues take precedence when contradictory information is present. We used sentences 55 

in which one out of two nominal constituents was placed in contrastive focus with a third 56 

one. All noun phrases carried overt syntactic information (case-marking of the determiner) 57 

and semantic information (typicality of the thematic role of the noun). Two experiments (a 58 

sentence comprehension and a sentence completion task) show that focus, marked by pitch 59 

accents, established expectations in both syntactic and semantic domains. However, only 60 

the syntactic expectations, when violated, were strong enough to interfere with sentence 61 

comprehension. Furthermore, when contradictory cues occurred in the same sentence, the 62 

local syntactic cue (case-marking) took precedence over the semantic cue (thematic role), 63 

and overwrote previous information cued by prosody. The findings indicate that during 64 

auditory sentence comprehension the processing system integrates different sources of 65 

information for argument role assignment, yet primarily relies on syntactic information. 66 

  67 
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Highlights 68 

 69 

• Two experiments on the influence of prosodic focus marking on sentence processing 70 

• Properties of focus probed in tasks using sentence comprehension or completion  71 

• Focus, marked by pitch accents, established syntactic and semantic expectations  72 

• Only syntactic expectations interfered with sentence comprehension when violated 73 

• Clear hierarchy in processing when competing cues from multiple domains are 74 

present 75 

 76 

 77 

1. Introduction 78 

 79 

Language comprehension is guided by various types of linguistic information. Previous work 80 

shows that auditory sentence processing is facilitated by expectations established by 81 

syntactic, semantic, as well as prosodic cues. One type of prosodic cue is the pitch accent, 82 

which gives prominence to a particular part of the sentence through an increase in pitch and 83 

intensity (Grabe, 1998). In written form, the sentence “John kissed Mary, not Peter” is 84 

ambiguous concerning the role of Peter: either he did not kiss Mary, or he was not kissed by 85 

John. In such cases, pitch accents can be crucial for sentence comprehension. Realising a 86 

pitch accent on either “John” or “Mary” places one of the words in so-called focus. This 87 

determines which arguments in the sentence are contrasted with each other (Rooth, 1992): 88 

either John and Peter, or Mary and Peter. Thereby the pitch accent clarifies the role “Peter” 89 

occupies in the otherwise syntactically ambiguous sentence (i.e., the pitch accent establishes 90 

who did what to whom). It has been suggested that the two elements that are in contrastive 91 

focus are interpreted to have parallel syntactic roles (Carlson, Dickey, Frazier, & Clifton, 92 

2009), (Carlson, 2015). In turn, these parallels influence the interpretation of the noun 93 

phrase “Peter”, which occurs in that part of the sentence where important information is 94 

omitted, a so-called ellipsis structure (see Winkler (2019) for a review).  95 

 96 

In sum, pitch accents, by marking contrastive focus, can draw parallels between 97 

constituents that occupy the same syntactic role. This implies that after perceiving the first 98 

focused constituent in a sentence, a certain expectation about the upcoming constituent 99 
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may be established. How different types of linguistic information interact to form these 100 

expectations is unclear. The current study investigates this interaction by exploring which 101 

expectations are formed when pitch accents highlight constituents that contain overt 102 

syntactic and semantic cues. Specifically, we asked if syntactic and semantic expectations 103 

can be dissociated, and furthermore, which type of information listeners rely on when 104 

competing cues from multiple domains are present. 105 

 106 

There are several ways in which pitch accents can cue syntactic structure. First, they 107 

can resolve attachment ambiguities, as has been shown by several early studies on the 108 

interaction between pitch accents and syntactic structure (Schafer, Carlson, Clifton, & 109 

Frazier, 2000; Schafer, Carter, Clifton, & Frazier, 1996). For example, in “the propeller of the 110 

plane that the mechanic was so carefully examining…”, a pitch accent on either “propeller” 111 

or “plane” helps to clarify what the mechanic was examining, something that is ambiguous 112 

without focus-marking (Schafer et al., 1996). It is therefore supposed that ambiguous 113 

sentence parts are likely to be attached to the sentence element that bears focus (but see 114 

Lee & Watson (2010) for an alternative explanation). Second, as discussed above, by 115 

assigning contrastive focus, pitch accents can mark parallels between constituents and 116 

influence the interpretation of their syntactic role (Carlson, 2001).  117 

 118 

Importantly, it has been argued that the disambiguating effects of prosody are in 119 

part predictive. Several eye-tracking studies have shown that listeners anticipate a certain 120 

syntactic structure as a result of a prosodic cue (Nakamura, Arai, & Mazuka, 2012; Weber, 121 

Grice, & Crocker, 2006b). For example, Weber et al. (2006b) demonstrated this using 122 

sentences such as (in German) “The cat possibly hunts the dog”. Because of the relatively 123 

free word order of German—meaning the object can precede the subject—this sentence 124 

contains a temporary ambiguity: “the cat” can be both subject and object of a sentence until 125 

the determiner of “the dog” is perceived. This is because “the cat” carries the syntactic 126 

gender feminine, which is not case-marked with an unambiguous form (nominative case: 127 

die/the; accusative case: die/the). The role of the noun phrase can only be disambiguated by 128 

clear case-marking of a second determiner, as in the masculine noun phrase “the dog” 129 

(nominative: der/the; accusative: den/the), causing der/the dog to be the subject and 130 

den/the dog to be the object of the sentence. However, the distribution of pitch accents on 131 
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the words “cat” and “hunts” can mark the correct interpretation of the sentence as well: a 132 

pitch accent on “cat” favours an object interpretation of the cat, whereas an additional pitch 133 

accent on “hunts” favours a subject interpretation. In this way, the pitch contour of 134 

sentences in which the object precedes the subject differs from those in which the subject 135 

comes first. Indeed, depending on the prosodic structure of a given sentence, listeners 136 

showed increased anticipatory eye movements to the correct interpretation in a visual scene 137 

(Weber, Grice, & Crocker, 2006b). This shows that pitch accents can influence the analysis of 138 

syntactic structure before additional disambiguating input has been observed (see Snedeker 139 

& Trueswell (2003) for a similar experiment using prosodic boundaries). 140 

  141 

Aside from cueing syntax, pitch accents play an important role in the semantic 142 

domain. By marking focus, prosody forms a direct link with the information structure of a 143 

sentence. The information structure guides the listener to what is new or important in a 144 

sentence. Focus, which can be marked by pitch accents, gives prominence to sentence 145 

elements, highlighting the difference between new and given information (Jackendoff, 146 

1972). Focus-marking is also thought to trigger semantic alternatives (reviewed in Gotzner & 147 

Spalek (2019)). For instance, in a sentence such as “Anna bought [BANANAS]”, the listener 148 

automatically considers what else Anna could have bought or did not buy (capital letters 149 

indicate focus-marking by a pitch accent). The set of alternatives that becomes activated 150 

must share semantic features with the focused constituent—although the scope and time 151 

course of this pre-activation are debated (Braun & Tagliapietra, 2010; Husband & Ferreira, 152 

2016).  153 

 154 

What is undisputed, however, is that this activation of semantic alternatives occurs in 155 

a predictive manner. Several eye-tracking studies have shown that after perceiving focus, 156 

participants fixate at items within a visual scene that are semantically appropriate given the 157 

focus context (Ito & Speer, 2008; Karimi, Brothers, & Ferreira, 2019; Watson, Tanenhaus, & 158 

Gunlogson, 2008; Weber, Braun, & Crocker, 2006a). For example, after having heard the 159 

instruction “Click on the purple scissors”, the follow-up instruction “Now click on the RED...” 160 

prompted listeners to look at red scissors rather than a different red object (Weber, Braun, & 161 

Crocker, 2006a). Here, the pitch accent marks red as novel information, implying that the 162 

object itself is known or given (and therefore will be scissors). Put differently, a pitch accent 163 
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on the colour adjective places a semantic restriction on the intended referent. Crucially, 164 

these fixations are “anticipatory”, i.e. initiated prior to the occurrence of the target word in 165 

the auditory stimulus, pointing towards a predictive capacity of focus in the semantic 166 

domain. 167 

 168 

Taken together, it has been shown that prosody can have a predictive function in 169 

sentence processing, both syntactically and semantically. Furthermore, in a sentence such as 170 

“JOHN kissed Mary, not PETER”, the two contrastively focused arguments occupy parallel 171 

roles. This implies that after encountering the first of these constituents, there may be a 172 

certain expectation about the second, parallel one. However, it is unclear whether listeners 173 

form these expectations implicitly or explicitly, and it remains to be shown whether the 174 

contributions of syntactic and semantic information can be dissociated. Furthermore, it is 175 

unclear to what extent participants rely on syntactic and semantic cues when several 176 

contradictory indicators of sentence structure are present. To address these questions, we 177 

used focus-marking to create sentences of the type “Yesterday, the policeman arrested the 178 

thief, not the murderer” (translated from German). Realising a pitch accent on either the 179 

first (Fig 1A) or second noun (Fig 1B) resulted in the variants A and B of that sentence. Note 180 

that the noun phrases in the German sentences are marked by case (nominative [NOM] and 181 

accusative [ACC]), and that focused noun phrases are indicated with CF (contrastive focus). 182 

 183 

A. Yesterday, [theNOM POLICEMAN]CF arrested theACC thief, not [theNOM INSPECTOR]CF 184 

• Gestern hat [der POLIZIST] den Dieb verhaftet, nicht [der KOMMISSAR] 185 

B. Yesterday, theNOM policeman arrested [theACC THIEF]CF, not [theACC MURDERER]CF 186 

• Gestern hat der Polizist [den DIEB] verhaftet, nicht [den MÖRDER] 187 

 188 

From a language theoretical point of view, different syntactic analyses of the ellipsis 189 

site of this particular sentence structure have been proposed. Considering ellipsis structures 190 

in general, most theories (e.g., Merchant, 2001) assume that the ellipsis contains a syntactic 191 

structure that remains unpronounced (although alternative nonstructural approaches to 192 

ellipsis have been proposed, e.g., by Ginzburg and Sag (2000) or Culicover & Jackendoff 193 

(2005); see Merchant (2018) for a recent review of this debate). The fact that in languages 194 

such as German the ellipsis structure carries case marking has been taken as evidence for 195 
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the existence of a resumptive structure at the ellipsis site (Ross, 1969). For the particular 196 

sentence structures used in the current study, it is implied that the structure of the main 197 

clause is recapitulated, but some of the constituents (the lexical verb and the noun phrase 198 

that is not in focus) are redundant and therefore deleted (“Yesterday the policeman arrested 199 

the thief, and the policeman did not arrest the murderer”). Prosodically, the noun phrase 200 

that remains at the ellipsis site must bear a contrastive pitch accent (Winkler, 2019). 201 

Importantly, these theories do not assume complexity differences between the subject and 202 

object ellipsis variants (Stolterfoht, 2005), as is supported by experimental work in English 203 

(Carlson, 2002). An interpretative bias between the two structures does exist, with the 204 

object focus condition (Yesterday, the policeman arrested [the THIEF]) being the default 205 

focus structure (Stolterfoht, Friederici, Alter, & Steube, 2007). 206 

 207 

 208 

Figure 1: Pitch contours illustrating the difference between subject-focus and object-focus in 209 

the example sentence Yesterday, the policeman arrested the thief (“Gestern hat der Polizist 210 

den Dieb verhaftet”). The noun phrase that is placed in contrastive focus bears a pitch 211 

accent (indicated by capital letters), whereas it is deaccented in the other condition.  212 

 213 

To dissociate syntactic and semantic processes, we included explicit cues in both 214 

domains. As syntactic cue, we made use of the German case system, since German speakers 215 

have been consistently shown to follow the syntactic cues provided by the case marking of 216 

the determiners (E. Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al., 2011). As 217 

described before, sentence elements in German are mostly free to occupy different 218 

positions along the sentence. However, the overt case marking of both determiners and 219 

pronouns determines the syntactic function of nominal constituents, thus establishing 220 

sentence structure. In our experiments, we used the masculine determiners for the critical 221 

syntactic conditions because of their unambiguous case marking: each of the four cases has 222 
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a specific masculine singular form different from the other three forms. In particular, we 223 

used the nominative subject form “der” and the accusative object form “den”. Various 224 

paradigms have used the contrast of these two forms of the determiner to investigate 225 

syntactic processing (Clahsen & Featherston, 1999; Kamide, Scheepers, & Altmann, 2003; 226 

Strotseva-Feinschmidt, Cunitz, Friederici, & Gunter, 2015), and there is also evidence that, 227 

during development, German speakers  start to mainly rely on case to identify the subject 228 

and object roles in the sentence (Dittmar, Abbot-Smith, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2008). 229 

Therefore, we used grammatical case of the determiners in our experimental items as a 230 

syntactic marker of the subject [NOM] vs object role [ACC]. As semantic cue, we made use of 231 

thematic role typicality: the notion that a verb is associated with a set of thematic roles, 232 

corresponding to the participants in an event (Jackendoff, 1972). For example, the verb “to 233 

arrest” has typical agents (doers, e.g. a policeman) and patients (undergoers, e.g. a thief) 234 

that participate in the action. Using this combination of cues, we tested the hypotheses that 235 

a pitch accent on either the subject or object noun phrase of the main clause should 236 

establish expectations concerning the syntactic and semantic content of the ellipsis 237 

structure.  238 

 239 

We examined the characteristics of these expectations in two experiments. In 240 

Experiment 1, we tested if these expectations can be probed implicitly. We should then be 241 

able to find evidence of inhibited processing in case these expectations are violated. To 242 

tease apart the syntactic and semantic components of these expectations, we manipulated 243 

the syntactic and semantic (mis)match between the upcoming constituent in the ellipsis part 244 

and the expectations formed in the main clause. In this experiment, listeners were then 245 

asked whether they interpreted the different noun phrases of the sentence as subject or 246 

object. If mismatching cues between two focused constituents resulted in delayed 247 

responses, we can argue that the noun phrase in the ellipsis part violated a syntactic or 248 

semantic expectation established by the pitch accent. Experiment 2 investigated if listeners 249 

form an explicit expectation, in which case we should find evidence of prosodic focus-250 

marking when directly probing the listener’s preferred continuation of a sentence. To test 251 

whether participants formulated an explicit prediction, participants in this experiment 252 

completed an auditory sentence, which was cut before the second focused constituent was 253 

produced (“Yesterday, the POLICEMAN arrested the thief, not…”), by selecting the case of 254 
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the determiner and the role of noun. Together, these two experiments enabled us to 255 

investigate the expectations that pitch accents establish, and to what extent they can 256 

manipulate the interpretation of an ellipsis structure. By highlighting constituents that 257 

contain a syntactic as well as semantic cue, we could assess if syntactic and semantic 258 

processes can be dissociated within these expectations. Finally, considering that syntactic 259 

cues and thematic roles interact (Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994), we asked to what 260 

extent listeners rely on syntactic and semantic components when multiple indicators of 261 

sentence structure are available.  262 

  263 
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2. Experiment 1 264 

2.1. Methods 265 

The design and analysis plan of this experiment were preregistered at the Open Science 266 

Framework (Experiment 1: https://osf.io/94bp5). Experiment 1 involved a sentence 267 

comprehension task with a 3x2x2 factorial within-subject design with the factors focus 268 

mismatch type (baseline; semantics; syntax), focus position (subject; object) and target of 269 

comprehension question (main clause; ellipsis). Raw data and analysis scripts can be found 270 

at https://osf.io/v5xga/.  271 

 272 

2.1.1. Participants 273 

36 healthy native German speakers (20 female; age M = 23.8 years, SD = 4.0, range 18-34) 274 

were included in the analysis. Participants (Oldfield, 1971) were recruited from the database 275 

of the Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain sciences. All participants had 276 

normal or corrected-to normal vision. We chose to invite only right-handed participants in 277 

light of a planned follow-up study involving non-invasive neurostimulation, for which we 278 

required a uniform sample of right-handers. Exclusion criteria were hearing loss or 279 

professional musical training. One participant was excluded from the analysis because of 280 

incorrect handedness information. The experiment was approved by the ethics committee 281 

of the University of Leipzig, and all participants gave written consent prior to participation.  282 

 To determine our sample size, we ran a power analysis using the powerSim function 283 

of the simR package in R on data from an independent sample tested in a pilot version of the 284 

experiment (n=7). We tested for the interaction term focus mismatch type x comprehension 285 

question target from our original hypothesis, running 25 simulations in 36 participants. We 286 

determined this initial sample size of 36 to have a minimum of 1600 observations per cell 287 

(Brysbaert & Stevens, 2018). Our stimulus set consisted of 48 items, leading to an estimated 288 

sample size required of at least 34 (1600/48=33,33), to which we added 2 to achieve a full 289 

balancing-out of our design. These simulations yielded an estimated power of above 99%. 290 

This suggests that a smaller sample size would achieve sufficient power, however, to avoid 291 

going below the minimum number of observations recommendation by Brysbaert & Stevens 292 

(2018), we determined our required sample size at 36. 293 

 294 

 295 
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2.1.2. Stimulus design 296 

In our stimulus sentences (in German), one out of two constituents in a first clause was 297 

placed in contrastive focus with a third constituent in a second, elliptical clause (as 298 

exemplified previously in sentences A and B; analogous to Stolterfoht, Friederici, Alter, & 299 

Steube (2007). A pitch accent (indicated with capital letters in the examples below) marked 300 

whether focus was on the subject (1) or the object noun phrase (2). To tease apart the 301 

syntactic and semantic components of the expectations created by focus, the noun phrases 302 

contained specific syntactic information (case marking of the determiner) and semantic 303 

information (thematic role of the noun). In the ellipsis structure that followed, a third noun 304 

phrase occurred that corresponded grammatically and thematically to the focused noun 305 

phrase in the main clause (baseline condition). 306 

 307 

(1) Yesterday, [theNOM POLICEMAN]CF arrested theACC thief, not [theNOM INSPECTOR]CF 308 

• Gestern hat [der POLIZIST] den Dieb verhaftet, nicht [der KOMMISSAR] 309 

(2) Yesterday, theNOM policeman arrested [theACC THIEF]CF, not [theACC MURDERER]CF 310 

• Gestern hat der Polizist [den DIEB] verhaftet, nicht [den MÖRDER] 311 

 312 

In (1) the determiners of the two contrasted noun phrases are in nominative case, and both 313 

nouns are typical agents of the verb “to arrest”. In (2) the contrastive constituents are case-314 

marked accusative and typical patient nouns. 315 

 To form syntactic and semantic mismatches between the two focused constituents, 316 

we created combinations with mismatching grammatical case and thematic roles. In the 317 

condition with a syntax-focus mismatch (3 and 4), the grammatical case of the determiner in 318 

the ellipsis structure mismatches the focused constituent in the main clause (nominative vs. 319 

accusative). 320 

 321 

(3) Yesterday, [theNOM POLICEMAN]CF arrested theACC thief, not [theACC INSPECTOR]CF 322 

• Gestern hat [der POLIZIST] den Dieb verhaftet, nicht [den KOMMISSAR] 323 

(4) Yesterday, theNOM policeman arrested [theACC THIEF]CF, not [theNOM MURDERER]CF 324 

• Gestern hat der Polizist [den DIEB] verhaftet, nicht [der MÖRDER] 325 

 326 
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In the condition with a semantics-focus mismatch (5 and 6), the thematic role in the ellipsis 327 

structure mismatches the focused noun in the main clause (typical agent vs. patient).  328 

 329 

(5) Yesterday, [theNOM POLICEMAN]CF arrested theACC thief, not [theNOM MURDERER]CF 330 

• Gestern hat [der POLIZIST] den Dieb verhaftet, nicht [der MÖRDER] 331 

(6) Yesterday, theNOM policeman arrested [theACC THIEF]CF, not [theACC INSPECTOR]CF 332 

• Gestern hat der Polizist [den DIEB] verhaftet, nicht [den KOMMISSAR] 333 

 334 

The experimental items consisted of verb-argument combinations with clear agent-patient 335 

relationships. All nouns were required to be masculine to enable the overt morphosyntactic 336 

marking of grammatical case of the determiners (in German, the nominative and accusative 337 

case of feminine and neuter determiners share surface form). Furthermore, we 338 

excluded nouns with different forms for the nominative and accusative case, expressing a 339 

morphosyntactic ending in the accusative form (for example, the word student in German is 340 

“Student” in the nominative, but “Studenten” in the accusative case). This inflection is one of 341 

the rare expressions of nominal case in German, since case in German is mainly expressed at 342 

the determiners and adjectives. By excluding such forms, we ensured that in our experiment 343 

case was marked solely by the determiner. The number of syllables of the nouns that 344 

belonged to the same verb was matched as closely as possible. 345 

  346 

To investigate whether participants have an intrinsic bias of the sentences toward 347 

object or subject contrast, we carried out an online normative study rating the two baseline 348 

conditions. The experiment was programmed in Psychopy, version 2020.1.2 (Peirce et al., 349 

2019) and run online via Pavlovia. Participants (N=40) listened to all baseline sentences (48 350 

stimuli per condition) and were subsequently asked to rate how much they liked the 351 

sentence (“Wie gefällt dir der Satz?”) on a scale from 1 (“gar nicht”/not at all) to 7 352 

(“sehr”/very much) using their keyboard. We choose to investigate a possible structural bias 353 

between the two focus constructions by probing a general evaluation of the sentences, to 354 

avoid that participants were drawn to either syntactic, semantic, or acoustic stimulus 355 

properties in making their judgement. Results were analysed by running a cumulative link 356 

mixed model using the clmm function of the package ordinal (version 2019.12-10) in R 357 

(version 4.0.2; R Core Team (2020)). We modelled the rating scores in function of focus as 358 
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fixed effect. The random effects structure existed of subject-wise random intercepts and 359 

slopes for the factor focus (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). A likelihood ratio test 360 

comparing the full model to the null model (omitting the factor Focus) did not demonstrate 361 

a significant effect of Focus (LR = 0.80, p > .05). A histogram with response distributions for 362 

the subject and object focus stimuli is presented in Supplementary Figure 1, with detailed 363 

model output provided in Supplementary Table 1. The experiment and relevant code are 364 

available upon request at https://gitlab.pavlovia.org/vanderburght/norming. 365 

The semantic properties of the materials were evaluated in a normative study on a 366 

separate sample (n=40) based on Ferreira (2003). To assess the semantic-thematic 367 

relationships between the verbs and their noun phrase arguments, all verbs were presented 368 

with an agent and patient in plausible and implausible order. The items were divided over 369 

four lists, such that each participant rated each verb twice: with one agent-patient pair in a 370 

plausible sentence (e.g. The policeman arrested the murderer) and a different pair in an 371 

implausible sentence (e.g. The thief arrested the detective). Participants were instructed to 372 

carefully read the sentences and rate them on a scale from 1 (“extremely implausible”) to 6 373 

(“extremely plausible”), with examples provided. From an initial set of 73 items the 48 items 374 

with the largest plausible and implausible difference were selected. These 48 verb-argument 375 

combinations had a clear thematic role assignment, with the implausible versions rated less 376 

plausible than their plausible counterparts (plausible: M = 5.33, SD = 0.40; implausible: M = 377 

1.57, SD = 0.55). 378 

 379 

2.1.3. Stimulus construction 380 

A professional native German speaker was recorded producing two variants of 48 critical 381 

items (listed in Supplementary Table 5). The speaker was instructed to realise a pitch accent 382 

on either the subject (Fig. 1A) or object (Fig. 1B) of the main clause. More specifically, the 383 

speaker was instructed to realise a low tonal target followed by a steep rise to the pitch 384 

maximum (L+H*), since in German contrastively focused constituents are typically marked by 385 

this type of pitch accent (Weber et al. 2006a; Braun & Tagliapietra, 2010). At the sentence-386 

final position, a filler noun phrase was produced that was later removed. The sentence-final 387 

noun phrases were taken from separate recordings: a typical agent (a and c) or typical 388 

patient (b and d) of the verb (in this case “to arrest”), combined with a determiner in either 389 
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nominative (a and b) or accusative case (c and d). These sentence-final nouns all carried a 390 

contrastive pitch accent.  391 

 392 

a) … theNOM INSPECTOR 393 

b) … theNOM MURDERER 394 

c) … theACC INSPECTOR 395 

d) … theACC MURDERER 396 

 397 

 398 

Figure 2: Design overview of Experiment 1. The two factors focus mismatch condition and 399 

focus position resulted in six sentences. Each sentence could be probed by a comprehension 400 

question related to the noun phrase at the main clause or ellipsis (experimental factor 3). 401 

Violating sentence elements in bold typeface. Sentence-final determiner-noun pairs are 402 

colour-coded separately (see Results). Pitch accents are indicated by capital letters. The 403 

outer right column displays the local thematic incongruencies present at the ellipsis site, 404 

which were necessary to create the focus mismatch conditions.  bl = baseline; se = semantic; 405 

sy = syntactic; CF = contrastive focus.  406 

 407 

The items in a)-d) enabled us to create combinations in which the two focused constituents 408 

either had corresponding grammatical case (determiners) and thematic role typicality 409 

(nouns) or carried mismatching syntactic or semantic information. The cross-splicing 410 

procedure ensured that the comparisons between conditions of interest involved materials 411 
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that were acoustically identical, and the speaker never had to produce sentences containing 412 

mismatching syntactic or semantic information. Participant debriefings during the pilot stage 413 

of the experiment ensured that the audio manipulation was not audible and that all stimuli 414 

were perceived as natural. A sound wave and spectrogram of an example stimulus can be 415 

found in Supplementary Figure 2. Figure 2 provides an overview of the experimental 416 

conditions. 417 

 418 

Recordings were made in a sound-attenuating chamber (IAC – I200 series, 419 

Winchester, United Kingdom) and the digitised speech signals (sampling rate 44.1kHz; 420 

resolution 16 bits) were adjusted to the same root mean square amplitude using Praat 421 

(Boersma & Weenink, n.d.). In the same programme, sound files were manually cut and 422 

subsequently concatenated using a custom-made script.  423 

 424 

2.1.4. Procedure 425 

Participants performed a sentence comprehension task (Fig 2 & 3). At trial onset, a white 426 

fixation cross was presented which turned red 200 ms prior to auditory onset to alert the 427 

participant. The auditory stimulus was followed by the comprehension question and two 428 

visually presented answer options. Participants responded via button press with the right 429 

index or middle finger. Subsequently, a fixation cross was presented for approximately 2 s 430 

until the next trial started. 431 

 A comprehension question probed how listeners interpreted the sentence. The 432 

comprehension question could target one of the two noun phrases in contrastive focus: 433 

these questions—probing either the focused noun phrase in the main clause or the focused 434 

noun phrase in the ellipsis—occurred equally often and were presented counter-balanced 435 

across conditions. We chose to probe both focused constituents across trials to ensure that 436 

listeners would be equally attentive to both the main clause and ellipsis part of the 437 

sentences.  Listeners were asked what role a certain participant played in the action 438 

described in the sentence: “What was the role of the policeman?” (in subject-focus trials) or 439 

“What was the role of the thief?” (in object-focus trials). They indicated whether the 440 

policeman/thief was doer or undergoer of the action (“has arrested” or “was arrested”). If 441 

the noun phrase in the ellipsis structure was probed (“What was the role of the 442 

inspector/murderer?”) the response options were “has not arrested” or “was not arrested”. 443 
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The assignment of the active/passive answer options to the response buttons was counter-444 

balanced between subjects. 445 

 446 

Figure 3: Example trial of Experiment 1 – sentence comprehension paradigm. Experimental 447 

trials contained comprehension questions probing one of the two contrastively focused 448 

noun phrases. Catch trials probed the verb.  449 

 450 

The trial sequences were pseudo-randomised with the following constraints: each item 451 

(verb) was presented once in each block of 48 trials; the same focus mismatch conditions, 452 

focus position, and the target of the comprehension questions (probing either main clause 453 

or ellipsis part of the sentence) were not repeated more than twice. To draw the 454 

participants’ attention to the semantic-thematic content of the verb-argument structure 455 

rather than merely to the three noun phrases, catch trials were included (amounting to 20% 456 

of the total number of trials) which probed the verb of the auditory stimulus (e.g. Did 457 

someone… arrest / instruct?). This resulted in the following composition of the stimulus set: 458 

of all items, 46.67% were congruent (26.67% experimental items + 20% filler items used in 459 

the catch trials), 26.67% contained mismatching syntactic information, and 26.67% 460 

contained mismatching semantic information. The experiment lasted for approximately 52 461 

minutes including 5 breaks, the duration of which was self-timed. A short practice session 462 

preceded the experiment, mirroring the main experiment but consisting of different stimuli.  463 

Participants sat in a sound-attenuated chamber and listened to the auditory stimuli 464 

over headphones. Visual stimuli were presented on a screen (Sony Trinitron Multiscan 465 

300GS, Sony Corporation) and responses were given on a response-box placed on their lap. 466 
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Stimulus presentation and response collection was controlled via Presentation 467 

(Neurobehavioural Systems, Inc., Albany, CA, USA). 468 

 469 

2.1.5. Data analysis 470 

Response times were analysed using a Linear Mixed Model (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 471 

2008). Upon visual inspection, response times were log-transformed to approach a normal 472 

distribution. The proportion of responses active/passive were analysed using a logistic 473 

Generalized Linear Mixed Model (Baayen et al., 2008). In both models, we included the 474 

factors focus mismatch condition, focus position, comprehension question target, and their 475 

interaction as fixed effects. The three-level focus mismatch condition factor was dummy 476 

coded with the semantic condition being the reference category; the two-level factors were 477 

sum-coded. Contrary to our a-prior hypothesis that only the factors focus mismatch 478 

condition and comprehension question target would interact, visual inspection of the 479 

response times (see Fig 4 & 5) motivated us to consider a three-way interaction as the most 480 

appropriate way to model the data. We aimed to include a maximal random effects 481 

structure (Barr et al., 2013). However, due to convergence issues, we simplified the random 482 

effects structure until the models converged, by removing the interaction terms and finally 483 

the main effects, first for item and then for participant (for the main effects, we prioritised 484 

inclusion of the factor focus mismatch condition). This led to the use of an intercept-only 485 

model in the Linear Mixed Model (reaction times) and inclusion of by-participant random 486 

slopes for the factor focus mismatch condition in the Generalized Linear Mixed Model (for 487 

the proportion of responses). 488 

 We tested the effect of the three-way interaction using a likelihood ratio test 489 

comparing the full model with a reduced model lacking the interaction term (Barr et al., 490 

2013); Dobson & Barnett, 2008). Pair-wise follow-up comparisons were done by calculating 491 

estimated marginal means (Searle, Speed, & Milliken, 1980) using the package emmeans 492 

(Lenth, Singmann, Love, Buerkner, & Herve, n.d.). The models were fitted in R (version 3.6.0; 493 

R Core Team (2019)) using the functions lmer and glmer of the package lme4 (version 1.1-21; 494 

Bates, D., Mächler, M., Bolker, B., & Walker, S. (2015). We used raincloud plots (Allen, 495 

Poggiali, Whitaker, Marshall, & Kievit, 2018) for visualisation of the response times, to show 496 

both summary statistics and the response distributions per condition. 497 

 498 
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2.2. Results  499 

In the response times, we found a significant interaction between focus mismatch condition, 500 

focus position, and comprehension question target (χ2(2)=30.63, p<.0001). The same three-501 

way interaction was significant in the analysis of the response proportions (χ2(2)=29.71, 502 

p<.0001). Response behaviour to comprehension questions targeting the main clause of the 503 

stimuli is shown in Figure 4. Behavioural results when targeting the ellipsis with the 504 

comprehension question are shown in Figure 5. The estimated fixed and random effects are 505 

shown in Tables A1 (reaction times) and A2 (response proportions).  506 

 507 

2.2.1. Comprehension question probing the main clause 508 

In the interpretations of the main clause, planned pair-wise comparisons showed significant 509 

increase in response times of the syntactic condition as compared to the semantic and 510 

baseline conditions (Fig 4A and Supplementary table 2). This was the case after subject focus 511 

– syntactic vs semantic: t(10225)=-3.820, p=.001; syntactic vs baseline: t(10225)=-4.847, 512 

p<.001) – and after object focus – syntactic vs semantic: t(10225)=-2.689, p=.036; syntactic 513 

vs baseline: t(10225)=-3.318, p=.006 – (note that the high number of degrees of freedom is 514 

due to single-trial information on which the estimated marginal means are based).  515 

 516 

Importantly, the sentence material that participants were asked to interpret in the main 517 

clause was identical in all conditions: theNOM policeman in case of a subject-focus stimulus, 518 

and theACC murderer after an object-focus stimulus. The sole difference between the 519 

conditions was the type of mismatch (semantic or syntactic) that followed in the ellipsis part 520 

of the sentence. These violations are reflected in the response times, with the syntactic 521 

mismatch leading to an additional processing cost. The proportions of subject/object 522 

judgements (Fig 4B) were not affected by these violations: analysing the proportion of 523 

responses that correctly interpreted the syntactic and semantic cues of the main clause, 524 

there were no significant differences in the pair-wise comparisons between the response 525 

proportions of each condition (see Supplementary Table 2: Response proportions). Finally, to 526 

explore the development of these effects along the experiment, we provide descriptive 527 

statistics of the behavioural measures across time bins in Figure A1. These suggest a 528 

reduction in the effect of the mismatch between focus and syntax as compared to baseline 529 

over the course of the experiment. 530 
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 531 

Figure 4: Reaction time (A) and response proportions (B) for the comprehension questions 532 

that probed the main clause (Experiment 1). Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. Asterisks mark 533 

planned pair-wise comparisons with p-values smaller than .05 (Bonferroni-Holm-corrected).  534 

 535 

2.2.2. Comprehension question probing the ellipsis 536 

In the responses at the ellipsis site (Fig 5), we did not find the same pattern of results as was 537 

found in the main clause responses. That is, we found no evidence of syntactic expectations 538 

that had been generated by the prosodic cue in the main clause (Fig 4A). Rather, the 539 

response times differences of the semantics and syntax conditions depended on whether 540 

focus in the main clause was on the subject or object noun phrase: responses were faster in 541 

the syntax condition as compared to the semantics condition after subject focus 542 

(t(10225)=5.564, p<.001), whereas after object focus responses were slower in syntax than 543 

in semantics (t(10225)=-4.103, p<.001). Pairwise comparisons are presented in 544 

Supplementary table 2.  545 

 546 

*
*
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547 
Figure 5: Reaction time (A) and response proportions (B) for the comprehension questions 548 

that probed the ellipsis clause (Experiment 1). Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. Asterisks mark 549 

planned pair-wise comparisons with p-values smaller than .05 (Bonferroni-Holm-corrected).  550 

 551 

Here, we need to take into account that, at the ellipsis site, participants were asked 552 

to make a judgement on the role of a noun phrase, which in itself held conflicting semantic 553 

and syntactic information except in the baseline condition: in theNOM MURDERER, a typical 554 

patient of to arrest was preceded by a determiner in the nominative case (cueing a subject 555 

role); in contrast, theACC INSPECTOR is a typical agent preceded by a determiner in the 556 

accusative (cueing an object role). When considering the congruency of grammatical case 557 

and role typicality at the ellipsis, the pattern of response times shows a striking 558 

correspondence: response times were shorter when a role judgement was required on 559 

theACC INSPECTOR, but longer when judging theNOM MURDERER. In sum, the pattern of 560 

reaction times at the ellipsis does not reflect the type of mismatch present between the two 561 

focused constituents across the sentence, but rather the local grammatical-thematic 562 

congruency of the determiner-noun pairs at the ellipsis site itself. 563 

This interpretation is supported by the analysis of the response proportions at the 564 

ellipsis part of the sentence (Fig 5B). Firstly, participants responded according to the 565 

grammatical case of the determiner presented at the ellipsis site: theACC INSPECTOR was 566 

interpreted as object of the sentence and theNOM MURDERER as subject, despite the 567 

conflicting semantic information. However, in the case of theNOM MURDERER, we observed 568 

*
*

*
*

*** *
*
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fewer responses corresponding to the case-marking cue of the ellipsis as compared to the 569 

other sentence endings: specifically, there was a significant decrease in the number of 570 

“subject” responses (a “subject” response is in line with the nominative case of the 571 

determiner). This pattern driven by sentence endings was present both after subject focus 572 

(semantics vs baseline: z=5.065, p=<.001; semantic vs syntactic: z=-5.005, p<.001) and after 573 

object focus (syntactic vs baseline: z=6.643, p<.001; syntactic vs semantic: z=5.524, p<.001).  574 

Importantly, the role judgements made at the ellipsis site corresponded to the 575 

syntactic cue presented at the ellipsis site, regardless of whether conflicting syntactic or 576 

semantic information was focused in the main clause. This implies that, even though pitch 577 

accents can establish an expectation concerning upcoming syntactic information (as can be 578 

seen in the response times of the main clause), it is the incoming local syntactic cue that is 579 

decisive for the role judgement at the ellipsis site.  580 

Finally, to explore the development of these effects along the experiment, we 581 

provide descriptive statistics of the behavioural measures across time bins in Figure A2. 582 

These suggest a reduction in the effects of the local syntactic-semantic incongruency in 583 

theNOM MURDERER as compared to baseline over the course of the experiment. 584 

 585 

3. Experiment 2 586 

 587 

From Experiment 1, it remained unclear whether prosodically-marked semantic information 588 

establishes expectations about upcoming sentence constituents since pair-wise comparisons 589 

between semantics and baseline were not significantly different. We therefore conducted a 590 

follow-up experiment, in which the stimuli from Experiment 1 had the final constituent 591 

removed and in which participants had to explicitly continue the sentence in a forced-choice 592 

task (see Figure 6). The removal of the sentence final constituent resulted in (I) and (II). 593 

 594 

(I) Yesterday, [theNOM POLICEMAN]CF arrested theACC thief, not … 595 

• Gestern hat [der POLIZIST] den Dieb verhaftet, nicht ... 596 

(II) Yesterday, theNOM policeman arrested [theACC THIEF]CF, not … 597 

• Gestern hat der Polizist [den DIEB] verhaftet, nicht ... 598 

 599 

Participants were then asked to listen to the beginning of the sentence and to complete the 600 

sentence. Crucially, the appropriate determiner and noun of the missing noun phrase had to 601 
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be chosen sequentially: participants first selected a case-marked determiner (syntactic 602 

completion) and then a noun (semantic completion). We created separate syntactic and 603 

semantic experimental conditions as follows, to prevent the syntactic decision from 604 

influencing the subsequent semantic decision. 605 

In the syntactic condition, participants had to choose between two determiners 606 

marked in nominative or accusative case (der/theNOM or den/theACC). By presenting the 607 

decision on the determiner first, participants made a purely syntactic decision, without 608 

possible semantic influence from a co-occurring noun. In the semantic condition, the agent 609 

and patients were presented in their feminine versions. In German, nominative and 610 

accusative case marking of the feminine determiner die/the is ambiguous (representing both 611 

cases). In this way, the decision on the determiner on sentences with feminine noun phrases 612 

was meaningless. Consequently, the subsequent decision on the noun (police officerFEM or 613 

thiefFEM) was a purely semantic one, without possible influence from a preceding syntactic 614 

judgement.  615 

616 
Figure 6: Experimental design of Experiment 2 – completion paradigm. Pitch accents are 617 

indicated by capital letters. NOM = nominative; ACC = accusative; FEM = feminine. 618 

 619 

 620 

 621 

 622 
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3.1. Methods 623 

Experiment 2 involved a sentence completion task, using a 2x2 factorial within-subject 624 

design with the factors decision type (syntactic; semantic) and focus position (subject; 625 

object). Raw data and analysis scripts can be found at https://osf.io/v5xga/. 626 

 627 

3.1.1. Participants 628 

36 native German speakers (19 female; age M = 24.6 years, SD = 4.9, range 18-35) who had 629 

not taken part in Experiment 1 were included in the analysis. The inclusion and exclusion 630 

criteria were the same as those for Experiment 1. Eight additional data sets had to be 631 

excluded (incorrect handedness information, n=1; native language other than German, n=1; 632 

incorrect button-response pairing, n=6). We determined our sample size at 36 to remain 633 

analogous to Experiment 1, despite the difference in complexity of the design. The 634 

experiment was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Leipzig, and all 635 

participants gave written consent prior to participation.  636 

 637 

3.1.2. Stimulus description 638 

The auditory stimuli were the same sentence beginnings as used in Experiment 1 (resulting 639 

in sentences (I) and (II)). In this sentence completion task, participants were asked to make a 640 

syntactic judgement by choosing an appropriate continuation of the sentence (a determiner 641 

in either the nominative or accusative case, presented visually). The two nouns that were 642 

presented subsequently (a pair of a typical agent and patient of the verb in the preceding 643 

spoken stimulus) were taken from the sentence endings of Experiment 1 (the nouns from 644 

(a)-(d), see Supplementary table 5). We used feminine versions of these nouns for the 645 

semantic condition (see below). 646 

 647 

3.1.3. Procedure 648 

In this experiment participants performed a sentence completion task: the stimuli from 649 

Experiment 1 were cut before the noun phrase in the ellipsis part (sentences (I) and (II), 650 

modified from sentences (1) and (2)) and participants completed them by button-press in a 651 

two-alternative forced choice task. As described in the introduction to Experiment 2, 652 

participants made two consecutive decisions: they first selected a determiner and then a 653 

noun. In the syntactic condition, participants chose between two determiners marked in 654 
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nominative or accusative case (der/theNOM or den/theACC). By presenting the determiners 655 

first rather than simultaneously with the noun, participants made a purely syntactic decision, 656 

void of a possible semantic influence (see Figure 6). In the semantic condition, the agent and 657 

patients were presented in their feminine versions. As nominative and accusative case-658 

marking of the determiner the is ambiguous in German, the decision on the determiner was 659 

meaningless. The subsequent decision on the noun (“policewoman” or “thiefFEM”) was 660 

therefore a purely semantic one, without possible influence from the preceding syntactic 661 

judgement. Participants were instructed to select the determiner and noun that would 662 

complete the sentence in the way they deemed most sensible. Participants were not 663 

explicitly made aware of the meaningless choice between the feminine determiners prior to 664 

the practice trials of the experiment. However, after the practice phase, it was explained 665 

that during these trials they could respond with whichever button. These responses were 666 

not part of any further analysis. They were asked to give their response as quickly and 667 

accurately as possible. 668 

Trial sequences were pseudo-randomised with the following constraints: stimuli with 669 

the same focus position were not repeated more than twice, and syntactic and semantic 670 

response conditions not more than three times. The assignment of the 671 

nominative/accusative and agent/patient answer options to the response buttons was 672 

counter-balanced within subjects. As in Experiment 1, each trial started with a white fixation 673 

cross which turned red 200 ms prior to the onset of the auditory stimulus. After the 674 

interrupted sentence, the two determiner options were presented visually. The two nouns 675 

were presented as soon as the response to the determiner was made (or after 1500 ms in 676 

case of a missing response). The experiment lasted for approximately 25 minutes, including 677 

3 self-timed breaks. 678 

 679 

3.1.4. Data analysis 680 

Reaction times and response proportions were analysed in the same way as for Experiment 681 

1. As fixed effects, the factors decision type and focus position and their interaction were 682 

included; both factors were sum-coded. We aimed to include a maximal random effects 683 

structure (Barr et al., 2013), however, due to convergence issues, we simplified the random 684 

effects structure until the models converged (see Experiment 1). This led to the inclusion of 685 

by-participant random slopes for the factors decision type and focus position and by-item 686 
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random intercepts in the Linear Mixed Model (reaction times), and an intercept-only 687 

structure in the Generalized Linear Mixed Model (response proportions). To investigate 688 

possible interaction effects, likelihood-ratio tests were performed comparing the full model 689 

to the reduced model lacking the interaction term (Barr et al., 2013; Singmann & Kellen, 690 

2019). To confirm that the pitch accent manipulation was perceived and determined 691 

response patterns in the syntactic and semantic decision types, it was required that 692 

participants performed above chance in all conditions. For this we used the intercept 693 

estimate in the binomial model: an intercept deviating from 0 indicates that the proportion 694 

of subject/object responses is not divided equally over the reference levels of the factors 695 

(suggesting a deviation from chance performance). We re-leveled our fixed effects decision 696 

type and focus position to obtain the intercepts for all four cells (subject focus, syntactic 697 

decision; subject focus, semantic decision; object focus, syntactic decision; object focus, 698 

semantic decision). 699 

 Furthermore, we performed an exploratory follow-up analysis investigating the 700 

inherent bias of individual participants to choose nominative/accusative determiners or 701 

agent/patient-like nouns. We employed methods from signal detection theory (Macmillan & 702 

Creelman, 1991) to dissociate sensitivity to the prosodic manipulation (d-prime) and 703 

response bias. To this end, we treated the subject-focus trials as ‘signal’ and object-focus 704 

trials as ‘noise’. Responses congruent with subject and object roles were coded as ‘hits’ and 705 

‘correct rejections’, respectively. Incongruent responses were coded as ‘misses’ (subject 706 

focus) and ‘false alarms’ (object focus) (see Meyer et al. (2016) for a similar approach).  707 

 708 

3.2. Results 709 

We found a significant interaction between the factors decision type and focus position in 710 

the response times (χ2(1)=21.19, p<.001) as well as the response proportions (χ2(1)=40.08, 711 

p<.001). More importantly, participants performed above chance in all conditions, indicating 712 

that their syntactic and semantic judgements depended on the focused constituent in the 713 

main clause: after subject focus (sentence I), participants preferred to continue the sentence 714 

with a determiner in the nominative case (M=71.0%, SE=4.1%, z=5.77, p<.001) and an agent-715 

like noun (M=76.2%, SE=3.2%, z=7.25, p<.001). After object focus (sentence II), we saw the 716 

opposite pattern: accusative-marked determiners were preferred (M=76.0%, SE=3.5%, 717 

z=7.20, p<.001) as well as patient-like nouns (M=68.7%, SE=3.7%, z=5.13, p<.001). This shows 718 
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that focus established an expectation about syntactic structure as well as semantic content 719 

of the upcoming clause (Fig. 7B). The estimated fixed and random effects of this experiment 720 

are shown in Tables A3 (reaction times) and A4 (response proportions). 721 

Experiment 2 shows that participants formed a syntactic expectation that could be 722 

probed explicitly, since their preferred sentence continuation was syntactically congruent 723 

with the focused constituent they had perceived. This evidence goes in line with our result of 724 

Experiment 1, in which a mismatch between syntactic information in the main clause and in 725 

the ellipsis led to an inhibited interpretation of the role of the focused noun phrase in the 726 

main clause. In other words, results from both experiments suggest that the focused 727 

constituent establishes an expectation concerning the syntactic structure of the ellipsis: this 728 

is suggested by delayed responses in case this expectation is violated (Experiment 1) and by 729 

the preference for determiners that are syntactically congruent with the focused constituent 730 

of the main clause (Experiment 2). In addition, Experiment 2 shows that focus can indeed 731 

establish an expectation about the semantic content of an upcoming clause, at least when 732 

explicitly probed: participants based their agent/patient preference on whether they had 733 

perceived a focused subject or object in the main clause. Specifically, there was a preference 734 

for typical agent nouns after subject focus sentences and typical patients after object focus. 735 

Since these semantic predictions did not cause an increase in response times in the main 736 

clause of Experiment 1, this indicates that although pitch accents can establish semantic 737 

expectations, they are not sufficiently strong to lead to additional processing cost in case 738 

they are violated.  739 

 740 
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741 
Figure 7: Reaction time (A) and response proportions (B) for Experiment 2. Error bars 742 

indicate ±1 SEM. Asterisks mark planned pair-wise comparisons with p-values smaller than 743 

.05 (corrected using the Bonferroni-Holm method).  744 

 745 

The decreased proportion of focus-congruent responses in syntactic decisions after 746 

subject-focus as compared to object-focus (z=-3.607, p<.001) and in semantic decisions after 747 

object-focus as compared to subject-focus (z=5.351, p<.001) may reflect that participants 748 

had an overall preference for accusative determiners and agent-like nouns, respectively (see 749 

Supplementary Table 4 for all planned pair-wise comparisons). A similar pattern was found 750 

in the response times (Fig 7A), where semantic decisions where faster after subject as 751 

compared to object focus, indicating a preference for agent-like nouns (t(108.546)=-4.329, 752 

p<.001). In the syntactic decisions, response times suggested the opposite pattern, although 753 

the difference between subject vs. object focus was not significant (t(107.978)=1.561, 754 

p<.121). The possibility of opposite subject vs. object preferences in the syntactic and 755 

semantic domains, in combination with the between-subject variability in the response 756 

patterns, led us to conduct an exploratory analysis using signal detection theory methods 757 

(Figure 8). This analysis enabled us to distinguish between sensitivity to the prosodic 758 

manipulation and a possible response bias. From the plots, two sources of individual 759 

differences can be recognised. First, a difference in sensitivity to the prosodic manipulation 760 

(variability along the solid line). Second, a difference in response bias (variability along the 761 

dashed line). In the syntactic decisions (Fig 8A) direction of this bias differed strongly 762 
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between participants, showing some participants with an overall bias towards nominative-763 

determiner responses (above the solid line), and others towards accusative-determiner 764 

responses (below the solid line), regardless of the focus position (see Fig 8A). In the semantic 765 

decisions, a bias for agent-like nouns was visible (most participants above the solid line), and 766 

the range in bias was less wide than in the syntactic decisions (Fig 8B).  767 

 768 

Figure 8: Signal detection theory analysis for the syntactic (A) and semantic decisions (B) in 769 

Experiment 2. Dots represent individual subjects. Positions distanced further above the 770 

dashed line indicate a higher sensitivity. Positions on either side of the solid line indicate a 771 

response bias towards a subject-focus (right side) or an object-focus interpretation (left 772 

side). 773 

  774 
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4. Discussion 775 

This study shows that in online sentence comprehension pitch accents establish 776 

dissociable linguistic expectations about upcoming sentence elements. Since pitch accents 777 

can influence the interpretation of a sentence by marking contrasts and parallels between 778 

constituents of a sentence (Carlson, 2001; 2015; Carlson et al., 2009), we hypothesised that 779 

pitch accents establish expectations about syntactic and semantic aspects of the upcoming 780 

constituents. To test the existence of these expectations and whether they can be probed 781 

implicitly or explicitly, we used sentences with contrastive focus and an ellipsis structure in 782 

two experiments, using a sentence comprehension and a sentence completion paradigm. 783 

The results show that pitch accents, by highlighting constituents that contain syntactic and 784 

semantic cues, establish expectations concerning both the syntactic and semantic properties 785 

of an upcoming noun phrase. Results of the sentence comprehension task (Experiment 1) 786 

revealed that participants built syntactic expectations implicitly: when pitch accents marked 787 

syntactic information that was met with mismatching syntactic information later in the 788 

sentence, responses were slower. This effect was not found for mismatching semantic 789 

information. In turn, the sentence completion task (Experiment 2) provided evidence for 790 

both syntactic and semantic expectations, when explicitly probed. Participants were able to 791 

complete the sentence with a determiner and noun in agreement with the respective 792 

syntactic and semantic properties of the pitch-accented noun phrase in the preceding 793 

clause. Finally, our results demonstrate that, when contradictory cues occur in the same 794 

sentence, the syntactic cue (case-marking) takes precedence over the semantic cue 795 

(thematic role), and previous prosodically-cued information is overwritten. These data reveal 796 

that during auditory sentence comprehension prosodic, semantic and syntactic information 797 

types are processed to create expectations about the upcoming linguistic elements in the 798 

sentence. All information types are used online, but there is a clear precedence for local, 799 

unambiguous syntactic information when assigning a constituent’s role in the sentence. 800 

 801 

The first experiment showed that pitch accents form a syntactic expectation about 802 

the upcoming sentence structure. This expectation could be probed implicitly by measuring 803 

the effects that contradictory syntactic cues in noun phrases receiving contrastive pitch 804 

accents have on sentence comprehension. Contradictory syntactic cues in the two focused 805 

constituents led to lengthened reaction times when the participants were asked about the 806 
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role of the first constituent (i.e. What was the role of the policeman/thief?). Importantly, in 807 

these trials, where only the interpretation of the first part of the sentence was tested, the 808 

mismatch was irrelevant for the task: the probed noun phrase in the main clause always held 809 

congruent syntactic-semantic information and its interpretation was independent of the 810 

cues provided in the ellipsis, where the violation occurred. This finding supports the notion 811 

that the two constituents in contrastive focus are interpreted to fulfil parallel roles, 812 

occupying syntactically identical functions (Carlson, 2001; Stolterfoht et al., 2007; Winkler, 813 

2019). Furthermore, it suggests that after having heard the pitch accent on the first 814 

contrasted noun phrase, a specific expectation about the syntactic properties of the second 815 

contrasted noun phrase is formed. A violation of this assumption (by mismatching 816 

grammatical case) results in additional processing costs. This finding provides further insight 817 

into the role of pitch accents in the prosody-syntax interface. In addition to disambiguating 818 

case (Weber, Grice, & Crocker, 2006b) and resolving structural (Nakamura et al., 2012) and 819 

attachment ambiguities (Carlson & Tyler, 2017), pitch accents can also establish expectations 820 

about the syntactic role of upcoming sentence elements early on in the sentence. We 821 

suggest that, in case of an ellipsis site without any structural information (e.g., in remnants 822 

with a proper name, such as in the earlier example “…, not Peter”), this syntactic expectation 823 

influences the interpretation of the ellipsis structure. While we hypothesised that 824 

contradictory semantic cues could have analogous effects on sentence processing (e.g., 825 

longer reaction times), the results of Experiment 1 did not show evidence that focus had 826 

established semantic expectations. We will discuss these differences between the processing 827 

of syntactic and semantic cues below, but will first address the response behaviour at the 828 

ellipsis site. 829 

 830 

The response behaviour at the ellipsis site (Experiment 1) allows for several 831 

conclusions concerning the relative dominance of the prosodic, syntactic, and semantic cues 832 

when contradictory information is present. First, the syntactic expectation established by 833 

focus-marking in the main clause was not strong enough to interfere with the interpretation 834 

of the ellipsis noun phrase. Rather, when this noun phrase was probed (What was the role of 835 

the inspector/murderer?), participants based their response on the local syntactic cue (their 836 

subject/object interpretation followed the case of the determiner). This suggests that the 837 

local syntactic cue had overwritten the syntactic expectation established by focus-marking in 838 
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the main clause. The second observation is that the local semantic cue did influence the 839 

response at the ellipsis site. We found slower responses to theNOM MURDERER as compared 840 

to theACC INSPECTOR as well as a significant decrease in the number of “subject” responses. 841 

In accordance with a large body of research showing that thematic role typicality can 842 

influence syntactic parsing (Trueswell et al., 1994), this suggests that the thematic content of 843 

the object-typical noun MURDERER cued a syntactic role that was incompatible with the 844 

preceding syntactic cue of the determiner (theNOM, assigning subject role), yielding an 845 

interpretation that was difficult to process. The finding that the subject-interpretation of 846 

theNOM MURDERER led to processing difficulties whereas the object-interpretation of theACC 847 

INSPECTOR (with theACC assigning object role) did not, may be due to the type of verb-848 

argument items used in our stimulus set. In most items, it was less plausible for the noun 849 

phrases in patient-role to reverse their typical role (i.e., to adopt an agent-role) than vice 850 

versa. Yet, regardless of this semantic effect, we can conclude that, in the type of 851 

construction investigated in our study, the syntactic cue was decisive for the interpretation 852 

of the ellipsis. This may also explain why in the responses to the constituents in the main 853 

clause, effects of the syntactic violation were stronger than those of the semantic violation, 854 

since a more decisive cue may lead to more disruptive processing once violated.  855 

 856 

The stronger reaction time effect observed in the syntactic violations as compared to 857 

the semantic violations in responses to the main clause can be explained in several other 858 

ways. A first, straightforward explanation may be given by the different nature of the two 859 

cues: grammatical case is invariably mapped to subject and object roles of a sentence, 860 

whereas the thematic role of a noun is dependent on the semantic features of the verb and 861 

accompanying arguments. It is plausible to assume that in the sentence construction under 862 

investigation, the syntactic cue of the noun phrase highlighted by focus is more decisive in 863 

establishing the sentence structure, because its binary nature (nominative/accusative) 864 

makes it more categorical than the semantic cue. Alternatively, a general lack of reliability of 865 

the semantic expectation during the whole experiment may have diminished the relative 866 

effect of these cues, since our sentences contained a semantic conflict in approximately half 867 

of the trials: the semantic mismatch between the two focused constituents in the semantics-868 

focus mismatch condition, in addition to the local thematic incongruency at the ellipsis site 869 

(theNOM murderer and theACC inspector). Indeed, if predictions are disconfirmed frequently 870 
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enough in an experiment, their predictive strength is diminished (Brothers, Swaab, & Traxler, 871 

2017). Similarly, intonational cues have recently been suggested to lose their predictive 872 

value when the listener deems them unreliable (Roettger & Franke, 2019), which, in 873 

combination with the semantic expectations possibly being weaker than the syntactic 874 

expectations, may have contributed to the lack of effect in the semantics-focus mismatch 875 

condition.  876 

 877 

An exploratory analysis of our effects over time revealed that there might have been 878 

a small effect of the semantics-focus mismatch at the beginning of the experimental session. 879 

These visualisations of the responses over time also suggest that over the course of the 880 

experiment listeners started disregarding the semantic and prosodic cues. Diminished 881 

processing of the prosodic cues would have decreased the syntactic mismatch established by 882 

focus, which would explain why the effect in the reaction times of the syntax-focus 883 

mismatch condition was stronger at the beginning of the experiment. Future studies would 884 

be necessary to further investigate the time-dependency of these effects and the adoption 885 

of explicit strategies, for example by using an increased number of catch trials (this may 886 

prevent listeners from weighing cues differently over time). A limitation to the current 887 

design is the relatively small number of catch trials, however, including more catch trials was 888 

not feasible: the complexity of our experimental design (including several experimental 889 

factors and multiple levels within each factor) required a large number of trials to achieve 890 

sufficient statistical power, resulting in a long running time of the experiment. Finally, it has 891 

to be considered that semantic expectations might not have been formed at all: from 892 

Experiment 1, we could not conclude if the expectations formed by pitch accents were too 893 

weak to lead to lengthened response times when violated, or if they had not been 894 

established in the first place.  895 

 896 

Since Experiment 1 did not yield conclusive evidence concerning expectations 897 

established in the semantic domain, we aimed to probe these expectations directly using the 898 

same material in an alternative paradigm in Experiment 2. Our stimulus design enabled us to 899 

assess if focus-marking establishes explicit expectations, by employing a sentence 900 

completion task that teased apart syntactic and semantic decisions. Here, we found 901 

evidence for prosodically-formed expectations in both the syntactic and semantic domains. 902 
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The results of Experiment 2 showed that participants preferred to complete the sentence 903 

with syntactic and semantic elements that corresponded to the focused constituent in the 904 

main clause. After subject focus, participants preferred to continue the sentence with a 905 

determiner in the nominative case and an agent-like noun. The opposite pattern was found 906 

after object-focused sentences. This evidence of syntactic expectations is in line with our 907 

result of Experiment 1. In addition, Experiment 2 showed that focus can in fact establish a 908 

semantic expectation: participants showed a preference for typical-agent nouns after 909 

subject focus sentences and typical patient-nouns after object focus. Since focus activates a 910 

set of alternatives to the focused noun (Gotzner & Spalek, 2019), it is likely that listeners 911 

activated nouns associated with thematic roles to the verb. Our results show that depending 912 

on the focus location, they subsequently selected a noun associated with either the subject- 913 

or object-role of the pitch-accented constituent. However, it remains to be explained why 914 

semantic expectations were revealed when explicitly probed, yet did not cause an increase 915 

in response times in the main clause, semantics-focus mismatch trials of Experiment 1. This 916 

discrepancy between the two experiments supports the idea that, in contrast to the 917 

syntactic cues, the semantic cues were not decisive enough to lead to processing costs when 918 

violated. Indeed, the effects of semantic cues in establishing parallels between constituents 919 

have been shown to be relatively small (Carlson, 2015; Carlson et al., 2009). Furthermore, 920 

discrepancies between results from offline tasks such as sentence completion and online 921 

tasks (EEG or eye-tracking) have been reported previously (Chow, Smith, Lau, & Phillips, 922 

2015; Karimi et al., 2019). Considering these task-dependent differences, our results may 923 

suggest that, even though semantic expectations could be established by pitch accents and 924 

subsequently accessed during offline processing, their role in online processing is not 925 

decisive enough to yield measurable effects. 926 

 927 

Notably, while focus-marking influenced syntactic and semantic responses in 928 

Experiment 2, some listeners responded more according to their inherent biases in both 929 

domains (see Figures 8A and B). Previous studies in both German (Stolterfoht et al., 2007) 930 

and English (Carlson et al., 2009) have provided evidence for the existence of a default 931 

interpretation concerning the information structure of a sentence such as “Yesterday the 932 

policeman arrested the thief, not the murderer”. Listeners tend to show a bias to assign 933 

prominence late in the sentence, to the object noun phrase (the thief). These studies 934 
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showed that prosodic (Carlson, 2015) and semantic factors (Carlson, 2001) have limited 935 

effects in shifting this interpretation, and the inherent bias usually persists. However, most 936 

of the previous studies used grammaticality judgements, questionnaires, or (self-paced) 937 

reading. By explicitly probing the preferred syntactic or semantic structure of the upcoming 938 

phrase, we were able to obtain a direct measure of the perceived focus position and a 939 

possible bias. The bias in the semantic responses indicated a response preference for agent-940 

like nouns, that is, significantly fewer focus-congruent responses after object vs subject 941 

focus trials.  This may be explained by differences between processing subject and object 942 

roles more generally. One of the most consistent properties of case systems across 943 

languages is the prominent role attributed to the subject that is simultaneously the agent of 944 

a transitive verb (Bickel, Witzlack-Makarevich, Choudhary, Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-945 

Schlesewsky, 2015). As a result, the nominative marking of a noun phrase is particularly 946 

salient and triggers a strong mismatch response if stereotypical semantic features of a 947 

subject are not met (widely investigated as semantic reversal anomalies (Bornkessel-948 

Schlesewsky et al., 2011)). Altogether, the subject marking presupposes a typical, narrower 949 

profile with particular features, whereas object marking usually does not trigger such 950 

expectations. This may explain our finding in the ellipsis trials of Experiment 1, showing that 951 

the conflicting determiner-noun pair theNOM + typical patient led to slower responses than 952 

theACC + typical agent. Likewise, this reasoning could explain the response pattern in 953 

Experiment 2, showing an advantage for agent-like nouns in the continuation of subject-954 

focus sentences over patient-like nouns in an object-focus setting. 955 

 956 

Participants also showed a bias in their syntactic responses: the response proportions 957 

of Experiment 2 indicated that participants had a preference for accusative determiners, 958 

confirming the bias for an object-focus interpretation reported previously (Stolterfoht et al., 959 

2007). These results are in line with the differences in reaction times from Experiment 1, 960 

where exploratory analyses suggested a preference for object focus sentences when the 961 

comprehension question probed the ellipsis. Conversely, in the main clause, performance 962 

indicated a preference for the subject focus trials. This latter effect, showing a subject-focus 963 

preference when the main clause was probed, may be explained by the fact that 964 

prosodically, postfocal words are usually deaccented (Féry & Kügler, 2008): perhaps the 965 

subject focus construction was therefore perceived as being more salient, possibly yielding 966 
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additional attentional and memory effects. Alternatively, focus projected by a pitch accent 967 

on the subject noun phrase has been shown to be perceived as narrower as compared to 968 

focus projected by a pitch accent on the object (Kuthy & Stolterfoht, 2019). The narrower 969 

interpretation of subject focus may have led to an advantage over processing object focus 970 

sentences in the main clause. Finally, the fact that the behaviour in Experiment 1 shows 971 

subject vs. object effects in opposite directions in the main clause as compared to the ellipsis 972 

trials may explain why in our online norming study, no difference was found between the 973 

two focus structures of the baseline condition (see Section 2.1.2): the norming study probed 974 

the interpretation of the baseline sentences as a whole, and the opposite biases for main 975 

clause and ellipsis responses may have cancelled out. 976 

 977 

We observed considerable inter-individual variability within the syntactic and 978 

semantic biases in Experiment 2. Inter-individual variability in syntactic attachment is a well-979 

known phenomenon and has previously been linked to differences in working-memory 980 

constraints (Swets, Desmet, Hambrick, & Ferreira, 2007). Such variability has also been 981 

reported in prosody processing, both in the perception (Roy, Cole, & Mahrt, 2017) and 982 

production of prosodic cues (Ferreira & Karimi, 2015; Xie, Buxó-Lugo, & Kurumada, 2021), as 983 

well as in implicit prosody perception (Jun & Bishop, 2015). An important observation that 984 

can be made in the present results is that some listeners appear to rely on their biases, 985 

whereas others rely more strongly on the prosodic signal. This result is in line with a recent 986 

study showing inter-individual variability in the acoustic and linguistic variables used by 987 

listeners to determine prominence (Baumann & Winter, 2018). A worthwhile avenue for 988 

future research would be to further investigate the factors that determine whether a 989 

listener is rather led by acoustic cues or inherent bias in perceiving prosodic events. Finally, 990 

for the listeners that responded according to an inherent bias in our study, the results do not 991 

allow us to determine whether the source of that bias was at the perceptual or at the 992 

response level. One possibility is that listeners had a perceptual bias for either subject or 993 

object focus constructions. Alternatively, the participants could possess a response bias for a 994 

specific syntactic or semantic structure at the ellipsis site. Further research is required to 995 

tease these two explanations apart. 996 

 997 
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In conclusion, this study sheds new light on the interfaces of prosody with syntactic 998 

structure and with information structure. We show that pitch accents can establish 999 

expectations on upcoming sentence elements. Here, separate syntactic and semantic 1000 

processes can be distinguished and only the expectations in the syntactic domain were 1001 

decisive enough to increase processing costs when violated. Furthermore, our design 1002 

enabled us to draw conclusions concerning the relative dominance of syntactic, semantic, 1003 

and prosodic cues in guiding sentence comprehension. In case of multiple contradictory 1004 

cues, we show that the effects of prosodically cued expectations are limited and readily 1005 

overwritten by local syntactic cues. This is in line with the notion that the role of prosody in 1006 

sentence comprehension is influential, but not decisive (e.g. Frazier, Carlson, & Clifton, 2006; 1007 

Carlson, 2009). Finally, we could observe individual differences within the use of pitch 1008 

accents in establishing sentence structure, and we put forward that future studies should 1009 

further investigate the factors that make a listener rely on bottom-up acoustic information 1010 

or rather be driven by top-down internal biases.  1011 

  1012 
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Appendix 1202 

 1203 

 1204 

 1205 
Figure A1: Exploratory visualisation of reaction times (A) and response proportions (B) of the main 1206 
clause trials in Experiment 1. Results are plotted in function of focus mismatch condition and focus 1207 
position, split across six time bins. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. 1208 

A

B
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 1209 
Figure A2: Exploratory visualisation of reaction times (A) and response proportions (B) of the ellipsis 1210 
trials in Experiment 1. Results are plotted in function of focus mismatch condition and focus position, 1211 
split across six time bins. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. 1212 

  1213 
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Table A1: Analysis of log response times (Experiment 1). Results from linear mixed effects model 1214 
including the fixed effects violation type (baseline, semantic, syntactic), focus position (subject, 1215 
object) and comprehension question target (main clause, ellipsis). Random effects included intercepts 1216 
for participants and items. Model formula: log(RT) ~ violation type * focus position * comprehension 1217 
question target + (1 | subject) + (1 | verb) 1218 
 1219 
fixed effect estimate SE t 

intercept 7.343 0.032 226.182 

violBaseline -0.012 0.006 -1.967 

violSyntactic 0.016 0.006 2.527 

probeEllipsis -0.002 0.004 -0.377 

focObject 0.008 0.004 1.881 

violBaseline * probeEllipsis 0.002 0.006 0.314 

violSyntactic * probeEllipsis 0.025 0.006 3.981 

violBaseline * focObject -0.013 0.006 -2.037 

violSyntactic * focObject -0.027 0.006 -4.269 

probeEllipsis * focObject -0.035 0.004 -7.961 

violBaseline * probeEllipsis * focObject 0.010 0.006 1.643 

violSyntactic * probeEllipsis * focObject 0.034 0.006 5.399 
random effect  variance SD  

verb intercept 0.001 0.034  

subj intercept 0.036 0.191  

residual  0.067 0.259  
 1220 
 1221 
 1222 
  1223 
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Table A2: Analysis of response proportions (Experiment 1). Results from generalized linear mixed 1224 
effects model including the fixed effects violation type (baseline, semantic, syntactic), focus position 1225 
(subject, object) and comprehension question target (main clause, ellipsis). Random effects included 1226 
intercepts for participants and items, and by-participant slopes for the factor violation type. Model 1227 
formula: response ~ violation type * focus position * comprehension question target + (1 + violation 1228 
type | subject) + (1 | verb) 1229 
 1230 
fixed effect estimate SE z p 

intercept 2.788 0.152 18.290 <.001 

violBaseline 0.284 0.133 2.130 0.033 

violSyntactic -0.175 0.113 -1.543 0.123 

focObject -0.285 0.070 -4.061 <.001 

probeEllipsis 0.447 0.070 6.348 <.001 

violBaseline * focObject 0.269 0.104 2.594 0.009 

violSyntactic * focObject 0.472 0.095 4.987 <.001 

violBaseline * probeEllipsis -0.369 0.104 -3.563 <.001 

violSyntactic * probeEllipsis -0.088 0.095 -0.934 0.350 

focObject * probeEllipsis 0.277 0.070 3.937 <.001 

violBaseline * focObject * probeEllipsis 0.032 0.104 0.306 0.759 

violSyntactic * focobject * probeEllipsis -0.436 0.095 -4.585 <.001 
random effect   variance SD 

verb intercept  0.031 0.177 

subj intercept  0.565 0.752 

 violBaseline  0.090 0.300 

 violSyntactic  0.018 0.135 

 intercept violBaseline -0.057 -0.251 

 intercept violSyntactic 0.030 0.299 

 violBaseline violSyntactic -0.021 -0.509 
 1231 

  1232 
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Table A3: Analysis of log response times (Experiment 2). Results from linear mixed effects model 1233 
including the fixed effects decision type (semantic, syntactic) and focus position (subject, object). 1234 
Random effects included intercepts for participants and items, and by-participant and by-item slopes 1235 
for the interaction decision type x focus position. Model formula: log(RT) = decision type * focus 1236 
position + (1 + decision type + violation type | subject) + (1 | verb) 1237 
 1238 
fixed effect  estimate SE t 

intercept 6.861 0.036 190.693 

decisionSyntactic -0.131 0.016 -8.033 

focusObject -0.009 0.005 -1.829 

decisionSyntactic * focusObject 0.018 0.004 4.607 
random effect   variance SD 

verb intercept  0.001 0.037 

subj intercept  0.045 0.212 

 decisionSyntactic  0.009 0.095 

 focusObject  0 0.015 

 intercept, decisionSyntactic  0.005 0.246 

 intercept, focusObject  -0.001 -0.410 

 decisionSyntactic, focusObject  0 -0.327 

residual   0.106 0.326 
 1239 
Table A4: Analysis of response proportions (Experiment 2). Results from generalized linear mixed 1240 
effects model including the fixed effects decision type (semantic, syntactic) and focus position 1241 
(subject, object). Random effects included intercepts for participants and for items. Model formula: 1242 
response ~ decision type * focus position + (1 | subj) + (1 | verb) 1243 
 1244 
fixed effect estimate SE z p 

intercept 1.307 0.200 6.545 <.001 

decisionSyntactic 0.030 0.030 1.029 0.303 

focusObject 0.036 0.030 1.217 0.224 
decisionSyntactic * focusObject -0.187 0.030 -6.326 <.001 
random effect  variance SD  

verb intercept 0.012 0.108  

subject intercept 1.376 1.173  
 1245 
 1246 


